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Abstract 

Decision making process in stock trading is a complex one. There are numbers of technical indicators that are 
used by traders to study trends of the market and make buying and selling decisions based on their observations. 
This research seeks to deploy fuzzy inference to stock market, with four indicators used in technical analysis to 
aid in the decision making process in order to deal with probability. The four technical indicators are the Moving 
Average Convergence/Divergence (MACD), Relative Strength Index (RSI), Stochastic Oscillator (SO) and 
On-Balance Volume (OBV). The fuzzy rules are a combination of the trading rules for each of the indicators 
used as the input variables of the fuzzy system and for all the four technical indicators used, the membership 
functions were also defined. The result is a recommendation to buy, sell or hold. Data were collected for two 
Nigerian banks for testing and evaluation of the system. The technical indicators were then computed for each 
data and from the computed technical indicators; experiment was carried out for two months. The system 
generated satisfactory recommendation as when to buy, sell or hold, when the output is compared with actual 
data collected from the Nigerian Stock Exchange. The system can therefore act as an effective model for traders 
in the stock market when there is a combination of the recommendation with the individual’s trading skills. 

Keywords: stock market, technical analysis, fuzzy logic, technical indicators, complex system 

1. Introduction 

1.1 Problem Statement 

The stock market is one of the most attractive places for investment, especially for traders as it provides a good 
market place for both long term and short term investment for profit making. It is also important for companies, 
because this is one of their primary sources to raise money. However, stock trading is very risky, the decision 
making process in stock trading is a very critical and important process because it must be taken correctly and in 
the right time (Ahmed, Raaffat, & Nevins 2007). The stock market is also a popular investments destination 
owing to its high expected profit. However, the recent experienced showed that the higher the expected profit, 
the higher the risk implication. (Kou, Chen, & Hwang, 2001; Vincent & Bamiro, 2013) Thus, numerous 
investigations gave rise to different decision support systems for the sake of providing the investors with an 
optimal prediction. With the huge availability of stock information, made possible by the internet, the task of the 
investor has been made more difficult, as he will have to collect, analyse, filter and make correct decision from 
several information. The information includes financial historical information, real time information and 
economical information opined that in order to successfully trade in the financial markets, it is important to 
develop models where one can identify different states of the market so as to modify one’s actions (Jan, Uzay, & 
Willien, 2004).  

A study observed different models that have been developed over the years to understand, monitor and predict 
the stock market; these models belong to the family of stochastic models and included ARCH, GARCH and 
statistical volatility models (Nicholis & Sumpter, 2011). Apart from the statistical models that have been used to 
understand and predict fluctuations in the stock market, a lot of attention has also been shifted to the applications 
of various artificial intelligence techniques to the stock market as observed by Preethi and Santhi (2012). Many 
researchers have also focused on technical analysis as the procedure to improve the investment rate in stock 
market (Cheung & Kaymak, 2007; Ahmed et al., 2007; Dourra & Siy, 2002; Simutis, 2000, Refenes, Burgess, & 
Bentz, 1997; Sotiris, Skiada, & Jiannis, 1999; Lin, Chin-Shien, Khan, Ali, Huang, & Chi-Chung, 2002); Zhou, 
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Xu, Shen, Don, & Ming, 2004). 

Therefore, understanding the market and being able to tell what will happen at the near future are desirable skills 
for every investor (Potvin, Soriano, & Vallée, 2004). This research proposes to attack this impending problem of 
investment using a simple inference indicators’ model with few variables to simplify the complex market 
environment in order to make reliable recommendations for the investors, and thus providing a valuable decision 
support tool. The work employs fuzzy logic to perform the decision making process, based on inputs from 
technical analysis indicators. 

1.2 Revision of Methods for Stock Market Prediction 

Several techniques have been applied to studying and understanding the stock market, these methods can be 
classified into statistical methods, artificial agent-based market simulations and artificial intelligence techniques.  

1.2.1 Statistical Methods 

Nicholis and Sumpter (2011), observed different statistical models that have been developed over the years to 
understand, monitor and predict the stock market. These models belong to the family of stochastic models and 
include ARCH, GARCH and statistical volatility models. GARCH stands for Generalized Autoregressive 
Conditional Heteroscedasticity. The word "autoregressive" indicates a feedback mechanism that incorporates 
past observations into the present. The word "conditional" indicates that variance has a dependence on the 
immediate past. The word "heteroscedasticity" indicates a time-varying variance (volatility). GARCH models, 
introduced by Bollerslev (Bollerslev, 1986), generalized Engle's earlier ARCH models (Engel & Robert, 1982) to 
include autoregressive (AR) as well as moving average (MA) terms. These models assume that the variance of 
the current market returns is a function of the magnitude of the previous returns. 

1.2.2 Agent-based Modeling Methods 

Another approach that has also emerged is the agent-based modeling of stock markets, which originated at the 
Santa Fe Institute (Palmer et al., 1989). Artificial stock markets are models of financial markets used to study 
and understand market dynamics. They can be seen as any market models in which prices are formed as a result 
of participants’ interaction. Palmer, Brain, Holland and LeBaron (1994) provided the first instance of an artificial 
stock market, the Santa Fe stock market model which they presented consisted of a central computational 
markets and a number of agents. The agents would notice patterns in the price, form models and then trade on 
that basis. Lux and Marchesi (2000) focused on the case of limited agents. It modelled agents in groups and the 
groups switch from various types of traders (optimist to pessimist or vice versa) in response to observed 
differences in profits. Other agent-based models can be found in Chen and Chung-Chi (2005); Zou et al. (2005); 
Ozun (2006); Feng et al. (2012) and Kato (2012). 

1.2.3 Artificial Intelligence Methods 

Apart from the statistical and agent based models that have been used to understand and predict the stock market, 
a lot of attention has also been shifted to the applications of various artificial intelligence techniques to the stock 
market recently. Preethi and Santhi (2012) presented a survey of various techniques in the field of artificial 
intelligence aimed at better understanding and predicting stock indexes. The most popular have been neural 
networks, data mining and neuro-fuzzy systems (Preethi &d Santhi, 2012).  

Ahmed, Raaffat and Nevins (2007) proposed a fuzzy logic based decision support system that would help 
investors of the stock market to make the correct buy/sell/hold decisions. Their work uses fuzzy logic and 
technical analysis techniques to perform the decision making process. Actual data of the NASDAQ index was 
used for simulation. The major drawback of their research was the used of only Moving Average (MA) technical 
indicator in the formation of rules for the fuzzy inference system. A better reliable result could have been 
obtained if several technical indicators were combined. Since technical analysis deals with probability, 
combination of different indicators is necessary to improve the result. 

Chueng and Kaymak (2007) examined a trading model that combines fuzzy logic and technical analysis to find 
patterns and trends in financial indices. The proposal was designed to distinguish various regimes in the market 
and generate a buy or sell signals for traders who have to invest in a mix of European, American and Japanese 
bond and currency. Their work combined four different technical indicators to form the rules for the fuzzy 
inference system, the results generated were satisfactory, but, their work was limited only to trading of foreign 
currencies (FOREX) . 

Hemanth, Prashant, Nirmala and Basavaraj (2012) showed the use of hybrid systems to study a synergetic 
combination of methods. The work presented a neuro-fuzzy based technique for predicting financial time series. 
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It showed that it performed well in the context of various trading strategies involving stocks. The stock market 
closing data from the BSE Sensex from 17th September, 2007 to 9th March, 2012 was used, and the work was 
implemented using the Adaptive Network-Based Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS). Melek and Derya (2010) 
also used the same techniques (ANFIS) to study the Istanbul Stock Exchange. 

Chang and Liu (2003) also presented a Takagi-Sugeno-Kang (TSK) type fuzzy rule based system for stock 
prediction. The model developed, applied the technical index of the Taiwan stock market as the input variables. 
They tested the model on the Taiwan electronic shares from the Taiwan Stock Exchange; the model successfully 
forecasted the price variation for stocks from different sectors. Yun et al. (2013) presented a machine learning 
algorithm with wrapped ensemble approach using a supervised learning algorithm to predict China’s stock. Their 
work showed that machine learning performed better than traditional statistical methods of predicting stock 
indices.  

Several other researchers have used the neural network for solving this problem as well. (Theodorus & Dimitris, 
2013; Chen, Leung, & Daouk, 2003; Tang, Xu, Wan, & Zhang, 2002; Asakwa, 1990; Refenes et al, 1997, 
Hemanth et al, 2012). In addition, the use of genetic programming has been reported in the literatures, 
(Shangkum & Sakurai, 2013; Halina & Marcin, 2001; Li & Tsang, 1999; Maniadakis & Surmann, 1999). Their 
results as reported by (Ahmed, 2007) were more satisfactory and efficient than other statistical methods used for 
stock prediction. However, in this research work we apply fuzzy logic control for the following reasons as 
outlined by (Dourra & Siy, 2002): 

1. Neural network based system lack perceived reliability in its judgement. There is no way to determine if a 
training set is adequate or not  

2. In most cases, the answer by technical indicators is not a definite yes or no, this implies yes or no logic 
stops being helpful, fuzzy reasoning is very effective in such environments. 

3. The rules are expressed in English-like structure, which corresponds more to the human way of thinking. 

4. Fuzzy logic is more flexible than an expert system because fewer rules are used and their combination is 
required to cover more possible outcomes. 

5. Fuzzy inferences can handle and correct overlap or ambiguity between rules. 

6. A fuzzy system is considered majority in this work because it is more modular and open to modifications 
than AI techniques like the Neural Network based trading systems. 

Fuzzy logic based systems have been around for quite some time and have been widely used in expert systems, 
home appliances like microwaves and vacuum cleaners, robotics, and machinery. Recently, applications in the 
finance field have also been reported by Cheung and Kaymak (2007), exploiting the ability of fuzzy systems to 
model the vague and imprecise information generated from financial markets. The formation of fuzzy rules is a 
very important step in developing fuzzy systems; some researchers acquire these rules from experts. Alcala, 
Casillas, Cordon, Herrera and Zwir (1999) gives an overview of different approaches for learning fuzzy rules. 
Francisco, Manuel and Verdegay (1994) proposed a method to learn the rules using a genetic algorithm. In this 
work, we have learned the fuzzy rules for chosen technical indicators from experts and available literature on 
technical analysis theory. 

Dourra and Siy (2002) proposed a very close method to map technical indicators with fuzzy system in order to 
predict buy, hold and sell periods. However, the work made use of three momentum technical indicators, the 
Rate of Change, Stochastic Oscillator and Support Resistance indicator. These three indicators only considered 
price changes over trading period without consideration for traded volume. In this work therefore, we extend the 
technical indicators to four, adding the On-Balance Volume indicator which considers traded volume over the 
trading period. This work is designed: 

1. To map different financial indicators into new inputs that can be “fuzzified”. These indicators are Moving 
Average Convergence/Divergence (MACD), Stochastic Oscillator (SO), Relative Strength Index (RSI) and 
the On-balance Volume. 

2. To create membership functions to associate between inputs and outputs via fuzzy rules 

3. To translate the fuzzy output into crisp trading recommendation of buy, sell or hold that can be used by a 
trader in the stock market. 

2. Design of the Fuzzy Logic-Based Stock Prediction System  

The system architecture is outlined in Figure 1, in which three modules are identified: the technical analysis 
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module, the convergence module and the fuzzy inference module. The technical analysis module, takes in the 
historical stock prices and calculates for each series the four technical indicators. The convergence module 
transforms the technical indicators into new auxiliary variables so that they are used as inputs for the fuzzy 
inference system. The difference between the MACD signal and the trigger signal is computed and used as input 
to the fuzzy system. Some indicators can lead to multiple inputs to the fuzzy system. But in this work, we have 
mapped each indicator to one input, to keep the model simple. The output of this convergence module serves as 
the input variable for the fuzzy inference system and the fuzzy inference System (FIS) module generates a 
trading signal based on the rules defined in the rule base. 
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Figure 1. Fuzzy Logic-Based Stock Prediction System 

 

2.1 Technical Analysis Module 

Technical analysis was developed around 1900 by Charles Dow (Achelis & Stephen 2000). It is an approach 
used by experts to make decision in the stock market. It is based on analysing security prices, the price of a 
security is the price at which one investor agrees to buy and the price at which another agrees to sell. Ahmed et al 
(2007) defined it as a process of analysing a security’s historical prices in an effort to determine probable future 
price (Fernández-Rodríguez, González-Martel, & Sosvilla-Rivero, 2000; Ince & Trafalis, 2008). In technical 
analysis, analysts look for patterns, trends and other factors that may be present in financial stock market prices. 
These patterns and trends may be able to effectively predict stocks’ future performances and hence can be used 
to make a buy or sell decision. 

The factors are usually defined as indices derived from existing data following a particular kind of reasoning, 
which is usually based on heuristics (Cheung & Kaymak, 2007). Although, there are disagreements about the 
effectiveness of technical analysis, various studies have reported that technical analysis possesses better 
predictive power than other statistical methods. (Brock et al., 1992). Therefore, this work chooses the following 
four technical indices identified to have higher predictive powers: 
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- Relative Strength Index (RSI). 

- Stochastic Oscillator (SO). 

- On-Balance Volume (OBV) 

These technical indexes were used along with domain expertise given by financial institution experts with 
definition of rules for the fussy system. 

2.1.1 Moving Average Convergence/Divergence (MACD) 

This is a technical analysis indicator created by Gerald Appel in the late 1970s. It is one of the most well-known 
and used indicators in technical analysis. This indicator comprises of two exponential moving averages, which 
help to measure momentum in the security. The MACD is simply the difference between these two moving 
averages plotted against a centreline. When the MACD is positive, it signals that the shorter term moving 
average is above the longer term moving average and suggests upward momentum. The opposite holds true 
when the MACD is negative - this signals that the shorter term is below the longer and suggest downward 
momentum. When the MACD line crosses over the centreline, it signals a crossing in the moving averages.  

In this work, the most common moving average values are used in the calculation. These are the 26-day and 
12-day exponential moving averages (Achelis & Stephen, 2000). The signal line is created by using a nine-day 
exponential moving average of the MACD values. These values can be adjusted to meet the needs of the 
technician and the security. In constructing a MACD for any given stock or underlying security, the following will 
be calculated: 

(i) A 12 day EMA of closing prices 

(ii) A 26 day EMA of closing prices 

(iii) Subtract the longer EMA in (2) from the shorter EMA in (i) 

(iv) A 9 day EMA of the MACD line gotten in (iii)  	 	 	 ∗ 	 	 	 	 ∗ 	 1	– 	                   (1) 

Where t represents today, y denotes yesterday, N is the number of days in EMA and 	 	2/ 1 . The 
crossing of line is usually used to indicate a buy or sell signal. This indicates that a buy signal is generated when 
the MACD crosses above the signal line, while sell signal occurs when the MACD crosses below the signal. The 
trading rules of the MACD to be used in the fuzzy inference system are: 

IF MACD is above the signal line THEN BUY 

IF MACD is below the signal THEN SELL 

2.1.2 Relative Strength Index (RSI)  

The Relative Strength Index (RSI) considers whether an asset is over bought or oversold. RSI is describes in 
equation 2.  

100
100

(1 )
RSI

RS
 


                                   (2) 

Where RS is average of n-day up closes/ average of n-day down closes; n is the number of days though, most 

analysts use 9 - 15 days RSI. In order to get a fair display of the property, 14 days is used in this work. The RSI 

ranges from u to 100. Different sectors and industries have varying threshold levels when it comes to the RSI. 

Stocks in some industries will go as high as 75 to 80 before dropping back and others have a tough time breaking 

past 70. The following classification rules were used in this work: 
IF RSI increases to above 70 (implies overbought) THEN SELL. 

IF RSI is between 30 and 70 (implies normal) THEN HOLD 

IF RSI decreases to below 30 (implies oversold) THEN BUY 

2.1.3 The Stochastic Oscillator (SO) 

The Stochastic Oscillator gives an indication of the stock’s last closing price relative to the stock’s recent trading 
range (Hussein & Dourra, 2002). This is one of the most recognized momentum indicators used in technical 
analysis. The SO is plotted within a range of 0 to 100 and signals over-bought conditions above 80 and oversold 
conditions below 20 (Achelis & Stephen, 2000). It contains two lines, the first line is the % K, which is a 
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measure used to formulate the idea of momentum behind the oscillator. The second is the % D, which represents 
a moving average of % K. The two variables % K and % D are shown in equations 3 and 4. % 100                      (3) 

% ∑ % ,								 3                   (4) 

Where  is the minimum		  over a trading period; 	  is the maximum		  over a 
trading period, % K is the momentum behind the oscillator, %D is the moving average of % K, n is the number 
of trading period in time T. The trading rules of the stochastic oscillator is summarized as follows: 

IF SO increases above 80 (implies overbought) THEN SELL 

IF SO is between 20 – 80 (implies normal) THEN HOLD 

IF SO is below 20 (implies oversold) THEN BUY 

2.1.4 On-Balance Volume (OBV) 

This technical indicator reflects movements in volume of stocks. The OBV is calculated by taking the total 
volume for the trading period and assigning it a positive or negative value depending on whether the price is up 
or down during the trading period. When there is a rise in the prices at the trading period, the volume is assigned 
a positive value, while a negative value is assigned when the price is down for the period. The positive or 
negative volume total for the period is then added to a total that is accumulated from the start of the measure. 
While studying the OBV, it is more important to focus on the trend in the OBV than the actual value of the OBV 
measure. On Balance Volume is calculated by adding the day's volume to a cumulative total when the security's 
price closes up, and subtracting the day's volume when the security's price closes down. If today's close is greater 
than yesterday's close then 

′ 	 ′  

Else, If today's close is less than yesterday's close then: 
′ 	 ′  

Else, If today's close is equal to yesterday's close then: 
′ 	  

The trading rules for this indicator can be of the following form: 

IF line is Upward then BUY 

Else IF line is Downward then SELL 

The parameters for the technical indicators are specified according to the default guidelines in technical analysis. 
For the MACD indicator, 26 and 12 weeks are used as the long-term and the short-term moving average, 
respectively. The trigger line for the MACD is the 9 weeks moving average of the MACD. The RSI indicator 
uses a period of 20 weeks. Table 1 summarizes the parameters used in the technical indicators module. 

 

Table 1. Technical Indicator Parameters 

 

 

Technical Indicator Parameters 
MACD Long = 26 

Short = 12 
Trigger = 9 

RSI N = 14 
Stochastic Oscillator 
OBV 

K = 10 
D = 3 
Moving Average Method = exponential 
Upward =Buy 
Downward = Sell 
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2.2 Convergence Module 

The convergence module transforms the technical indicators into new auxiliary variables so that they are used as 
inputs for the fuzzy inference system. The difference between the MACD signal and the trigger signal can be 
computed and used as input to the fuzzy system. Some indicators can lead to multiple inputs to the fuzzy system. 
But in this work, we have mapped each indicator to one input in order to keep the model easy. The output of the 
convergence module serves as the input variable for the fuzzy inference system. Table 2 shows the input 
variables as well as associated membership functions. 

 

Table 2. Input Variables for the Fuzzy Inference System 

Input Variable Membership Function Range 

MACD Low and high Low when is below signal line and high when is above 
signal line 

RSI  Low, medium and high Low when RSI value is below 30, medium when between 
30 and 70 and high when above 70 

 

SO Low medium and high Low when SO value is below 20, medium when between 
20 and 80 and high when above 80 

 

OBV 
 

Low and high Low when trend is downward and high when trend is 
upward 

 

2.3 Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) 

The fuzzy inference system is based on the types of rules as discussed. The implementation was made as a 
Mamdani Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) as presented in Alejandro et al, (2013) with Gaussian membership 
functions used for the input and triangular membership functions for the output. We defined two membership 
functions for two of the input variables (MACD and OBV) while for the other two; we defined three 
membership functions each.  The output from the fuzzy logic system will be a buy, sell or hold signal based on 
the rules defined in the rule base. The output of the fuzzy system is a signal on a normalized domain, on which 
three different fuzzy sets; SELL, BUY, and HOLD are defined.  

2.3.1 Fuzzy Rules 

Generally speaking, there are three main types of decisions: riskless choice, decision making under uncertainty, 
and risky choice. With this system, we are trying to employ a decision making under uncertainty (Yates, 1990). 
The distinction between risk and uncertainty hinges upon whether probabilities are known exactly or whether 
they must be judged by the decision maker with some degree of imprecision (Dourra & Siy, 2002). Decisions are 
made based on fuzzy rules. These rules are characterized by a collection of fuzzy IF–THEN rules in which the 
preconditions/post-conditions involve linguistic variables. This collection of fuzzy rules characterizes the 
behaviour of the system in a linguistic form that is close to human way of thinking. After establishing a set of 
rules and membership functions that demonstrate feasibility, the designer can refine the system by experimenting 
with different rules and membership functions to achieve adequate results. The general form of the fuzzy rules in 
case of multi-input–single-output systems (MISO) is: 		 	 	 	 ………… 	 	 	 	 		 	               

 	 	 	 ………… / 	 	  are the preconditions and C is the post-condition,  and 	are input 
variables, C is the output variable,  is the class defined on ,  is the class defined on  and  is 
class defined on C. Lin and Lee, (1996). The antecedent (the rule’s premise) describes to what degree the rule 
applies, while the conclusion (the rule’s consequent) assigns a membership function to the output variable. The 
output variable is assigned a range between Inf (C)=0 and Sup(C)=100. A low value represents excellent 
opportunity to sell the stock and a high value represents excellent opportunity to buy the stock. The fuzzy rules 
are a combination of the rules already stated above for each of the technical indicators was extracted from 
technical trading experts. The rules are as follows: 

IF MACD is HIGH and RSI is LOW and SO is LOW and OBV is HIGH THEN BUY 

IF MACD is LOW and RSI is HIGH and SO is HIGH and OBV is LOW THEN BUY 
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Figure 14. Relative Strength index for Bank B 

 

 
Figure 15. Stochastic Oscillator for Bank B 

 

 

Figure 16. On-Balance Volume Indicator for Bank B 
 

From the computed technical indicators, the MACD line was above the trigger line with a numerical value of 10, 
the RSI read 80, Stochastic Oscillator also had the value 80 and OBV had upward trend hence high. Table 5 is a 
summary of these input variables. Using these values as inputs into the fuzzy inference system, we get the 
recommendation is presented in Figure 17. The value 23.4 means “buy” as defined in the output membership 
function. 

 

Table 5. Input/Output Variables for Bank B, March 2012 
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4. Discussion 

The performance of the system was studied using financial data collected in the period of January, 2012 to June 
2012. The data was the daily opening, high, low and closing prices as well as the traded volume of two Nigerian 
Banks’ stock.  Thus, a total of 236 data points was available for the analysis. The four chosen technical 
indicators, MACD, RSI, SO and OBV were computed for the sampled data for each of the bank. These technical 
indicators are the input variables of the fuzzy system, and the fuzzy rules as well as membership functions were 
formed based on these technical indicators using domain knowledge of experts in technical trading available in 
literature. The fuzzy inference method is the Mamdani inference and the output is a recommendation to buy, sell 
or hold.  

For Bank A, in the Month of March, 2012, the computed technical indicators, showed the MACD line to be 
above the trigger line with a numerical value of 10, the RSI was 100, Stochastic Oscillator had the value of 100 
and OBV had upward trend hence, high with numerical value of 10. The price of the stock of the bank fell within 
this period from 14.11 on the second of March to 13.49 0n the 30th of March. Hence buying during this period 
would have been profitable. There was a rise in price all through the month, and selling within this period will 
have been very profitable. The four technical indicators were computed from the data of Bank B. From the 
computed technical indicators, the MACD line was above the trigger line, during the month of March hence high. 
The recommendation is 23.4 which means “buy” hence, buying during this period would have been hugely 
profitable.  

A stock is considered overbought around the 70 level and one should consider selling. Likewise, if the RSI 
approaches 30 a stock is considered oversold and one should consider buying. The shorter the number of days 
used the more volatile the RSI is and the more often it will hit extremes. A longer term RSI is more rolling, 
fluctuating a lot less. The experiment showed that the system performed satisfactorily in predicting future price 
movements in the stock market. The aim of the system is not to predict future development in the stock market 
but merely to identify opportunities and calculate recommendations from the input variables.  

5. Conclusion 

In this work, a method of technical analysis and fuzzy logic as a decision support system for investors in the 
stock market is proposed. The fuzzy system used as input, information derived from technical analysis charts. 
The technical indicators chosen are Moving Average Convergence/Divergence (MACD), Relative Strength Index 
(RSI), Stochastic Oscillator (SO) and On-Balance Volume indicator (OBV). The inputs were created based on 
these indicators and experiments showed that the system performed satisfactorily in predicting future price 
movements in the stock market. The system mimics the behaviour of technical traders in interpreting technical 
indicators. By combining four different technical indicators as inputs, a more reliable system is built. 

The system involved mapping the technical indicators as inputs which are “fuzzified”, creating membership 
functions to associate inputs and outputs via fuzzy rules and translating the fuzzy output into crisp trading 
recommendation of buy, sell or hold. The system consist of three modules, the technical analysis module – where 
the chosen technical indicators were computed from the sampled data, a convergence module - which transforms 
these indicators into new variables used as inputs. Some indicators can lead to more than one input, but in this 
work, we mapped each indicator to one input to keep the model simple and the fuzzy inference module which is 
based on the fuzzy rules and membership functions created. The rules were generated from experts and available 
literature on technical analysis. Two membership functions were defined for two input variables; MACD and 
OBV. For the other two, three membership functions were defined for each. Experiments were done with 
MATLAB using actual stock data of two Nigerian banks and showed satisfactory results. When the calculated 
recommendations were combined with other information and investing skills of an individual investor, the 
decision support system will be very valuable. 
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